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Purrfectly Dead
This carefully crafted ebook: “MYSTERY SERIES – Premium Collection: The Mystery
of a Hansom Cab, Red Money, The Bishop's Secret, The Pagan's Cup, A Coin of
Edward VII, The Secret Passage, The Green Mummy and more” is formatted for
your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Fergus Hume
(1859-1932) was a prolific English novelist. His self-published novel, “The Mystery
of a Hansom Cab”, became a great success. Hume based his descriptions of poor
urban life on his knowledge of Little Bourke Street. It eventually became the best
selling mystery novel of the Victorian era, author John Sutherland terming it the
"most sensationally popular crime and detective novel of the century". Table of
Contents: The Mystery of a Hansom Cab Hagar of the Pawn-Shop The Bishop's
Secret The Pagan's Cup A Coin of Edward VII The Secret Passage The Opal Serpent
The Green Mummy The Mystery Queen Red Money

Lyle the Lion
Carson Winfield has been diagnosed with terminal cancer. He's just buried his wife
from the same disease. He prepares for death by giving away his fortune of five
million dollars. He receives a phone call. His medical results were mixed with
someone else's. He doesn't have cancer, but the doctor who gave him the original
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diagnosis is gone-so is his five million. The police arrive with questions about the
missing doctor and Carson's business dealings with him. Carson realizes he can't
divulge the complete truth without incriminating himself in a deeper crime of
helping to euthanize his wife. Carson has to find the doctor to answer questions
about his wife's death and his missing money. Was his a real diagnosis? Or was it a
misdiagnosis to cover a murder?

Dear Lady Disdain
A-List
Second Chances (A DI Frank Lyle Mystery)
Best Served Cold (A DI Frank Lyle Mystery)
This unique resource offers activities in earth, life, and physical science as well as
science inquiry and technology. The Grades 6-12 level book provides labs on life,
physical, and earth science as well as critical thinking. Like real-life forensic
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scientists, students observe carefully, organize, and record data, think critically,
and conduct simple tests to solve crimes like theft, dog-napping, vandalism and
water pollution. For added fun, each resource features an original cartoon
character, Investi Gator for the Elementary level and Crime Cat for Grades 6-12. All
activities include complete background information with step-by-step procedures
for the teacher and reproducible student worksheets. Whatever the teacher's
training or experience in teaching science, Crime Scene Investigations can be an
intriguing supplement to instruction.

To Die Fur
Diana, lady Lyle
Collects the author's most noted "The Doctor is In" columns, in which he answers
medical and forensic questions categorized under such headers as "Weapons of
Death," "Police & the Crime Scene," and "The Coroner & the Crime Lab."

Forensics For Dummies
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More Forensics and Fiction
Tracy flees tragedy on the Gold Coast home to Melbourne - only to be found by a
predator there. A masterful psychological mystery.

Misdiagnosis . . . Murder
Deirdre "Foxtrot" Lancaster returns-with her otherworldly animal companions
Whiskey and Tango-to shine a light on the dark side of fame Foxtrot has seen a lot
of strange things as assistant to billionaire Zelda Zoransky at her wacky mansion.
And that includes her telepathic cat Tango and ectoplasmic pooch Whiskey. So it's
no surprise to find a horde of zombies lurching across the lawn-even if they are just
actors in a horror movie that's filming on the mansion grounds. The special effects
look pretty convincing. But all that fake blood doesn't fool Whiskey, who quickly
sniffs out the truth: one of those corpses is real A DEADLY TAIL Before you can say,
"Lights, camera, murder," Foxtrot and her furry partners-in-crime-solving are
caught up in the drama of who-killed-whoand why. With a crazy cast of characters
including a neurotic director, a star-hungry diva-even with an appearance by
Lassie's ghost-it's bound to have one hell of a twist ending. But first, Foxtrot and
her supernatural sidekicks have to find a killer amongst them-before the whole
case is a wrapin the next Whiskey, Tango, Foxtrot novel from Dixie Lyle. "A clever
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new series that deftly blends cozy mystery with the paranormaloriginal and
witty."-Ali Brandon, author of the Black Cat Bookshop mysteries

The Trace
Murder and Mayhem
How long can someone survive in a cold, damp cave without food or water? How
was diphtheria treated in 1886? Can Botox kill? Can DNA be found on a knife years
later? How are mummified corpses identified? How long does it take blood to clot
when spilled on a tile floor? What happens in death from electrocution? As a
consultant to many novelists around the world and to the writers of such popular
TV shows as Monk, Law & Order, House, and CSI: Miami, D. P. Lyle, M.D., has
answered many cool, clever, and oddball questions over the years. Forensics and
Fiction: Clever, Intriguing, and Downright Odd Questions from Crime Writers is a
collection of the best of these questions. The answers are provided in a concise
and entertaining fashion that will keep you wide awake so you can read "just one
more."

Marked Fur Murder
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Deirdre "Foxtrot" Lancaster is back. With trusted companions Whiskey and Tango,
she's on the prowl for a brand-new predator Deirdre has her hands full, as usual.
Working as a Jill-of-all-trades for a zany billionaire like Zelda Zoransky means the
daily grind is closer to a juggling act, and this week is no exception-especially
when her side job is directing spiritual traffic in Zelda's pet cemetery. With ZZ
hosting a party for some of the world's wealthiest animal collectors and a rare
albino liger named Augustus in residence at the private zoo, Foxtrot is ready for
trouble to take a big bite out of her schedule TO DIE FUR She doesn't have to wait
long. The half-ton big cat is dead, and there's a houseful of colorful suspects, each
one wackier than the next. But if they were all bidding to buy him, who would want
Augustus dead? With the help of Tango's feline telepathy and Whiskey the canine
shapeshifter, Foxtrot learns that there's much more to Augustus than meets the
eye. Now they just have to sniff out a killer before any more fur flies "A delightful,
funny [series] filled with eccentric and colorful characters, be they humans,
animals or spirits. Dixie Lyle will entertain the reader page after page!"-Leann
Sweeney, New York Times bestselling author of the Cats in Trouble mysteries

Investigations of the Reverend Lyle Thorne
WARNING: This book contains M/M love scenes. The murder of actor David Marlow
is no surprise, since the man was uncouth and arrogant; loathed by cast and
theatre crew alike. But there are a lot of questions and few answers. Was Marlow
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somehow connected to a young woman's death from a suspected heroin overdose?
Or is the reason for his murder much closer to home? DI Lyle and his team must
pull out all the stops to unmask the killer before the greasepaint dries and the
curtain rises on the chilling final act.

BRITISH MYSTERIES - Fergus Hume Collection: 21 Thriller
Novels in One Volume
DI Frank Lyle is about to investigate the most emotionally harrowing case of his
career to date. He just doesn't realise it yet 1982 - . A teenage girl's body is
discovered on a deserted canal towpath. Lyle struggles to balance work and the
demands of his embittered ex-wife, Sarah, but he is getting no closer to finding the
killer. Then the wrong man is arrested and dies in custody. 1987 - Lyle is still
haunted by his failure to solve the case. Then the victim's father asks him to
reinvestigate. A second murder occurs. Working reluctantly with newly promoted
DI Simon Ward, Lyle and his team cover old and new ground. But when the killer is
finally unmasked can Lyle deal with the shocking truth of his identity?

The Life and Adventures of Lyle Clemens
“A funny, sexy, far-fetched coming-of-age story” from the award-winning, New
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York Times–bestselling author of City of Night (The Washington Post). John
Rechy—described by Gore Vidal as “one of the few original writers of the last
century”—delivers a riotous bildungsroman that pays homage to the classic
eighteenth-century picaresque. Loosely inspired by Fielding’s Tom Jones, The Life
and Adventures of Lyle Clemens follows the journey of handsome Lyle Clemens as
he travels through the religious fundamentalist world of Texas to the gambling
palaces of Las Vegas and the enticing traps of Los Angeles’s mythologies. As Lyle
approaches adulthood, everyone wants him to be something he’s not. His beautiful
mother wants to make him into a reflection of the cowboy who abandoned her; a
group of avaricious fundamentalists plot to convert him into “the Lord’s Cowboy”
to rouse their televangelical empire to new frenzied heights; and the lovely Maria
wants him to fulfill her varying fantasies of “true love.” When Lyle leaves home to
make his own destiny, he encounters a gallery of charlatans and wistful souls,
quirky gamblers, aging starlets, and wily pornographers. The Life and Adventures
of Lyle Clemens is “a potent compound of both sex and rapture . . . sly, smart, sexy
and laugh-out-loud funny, but it is also tinged with sorrow and ultimately elevated
into the realm of magic” (The Los Angeles Times Book Review). “Ambitious and
very funny . . . a tall tale, a simultaneously sweet and vicious satire of
contemporary America . . . a comic tour de force and, at the same time, a truly
heartfelt book.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Reginald Lyle
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The Carson Kids and the Mystery of Five Finger Island
Nothing is easy in The Big Easy PI Jake Longly and Nicole Jamison head to New
Orleans at the behest of Nicole's uncle, movie producer Charles Balfour, when his
megastar, A-list actor Kirk Ford, awakens in his hotel bed with the body of Kristi
Guidry, a local college coed. Ford, in the Big Easy for a location shoot, remembers
little of the evening and nothing of the murder. And, to make matters worse, Kristi
is the niece of a local mafioso-type who will do whatever is necessary to avenge
her death. Balfour is losing money every day the filming is stalled—he needs his
actor cleared, and quickly. Surrounded by glitzy Hollywood stars and intimidated
by seedy underworld characters, Jake and Nicole encounter nothing but obstacles.
Something isn't right. The facts don't fit. Who would want Kristi dead? Why frame
Kirk for the murder? Everyone has an opinion, including Kristi's friends and exboyfriend, the local homicide detectives, and a fortune-teller. The clock is ticking
as Jake and Nicole struggle to decipher who's lying, who's telling the truth, and
exactly who schemed to murder Kristi Guidry. Nothing is easy in The Big Easy.

Crispin Ken, by the author of 'Miriam May'.
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Reginald Lyle
Deirdre "Foxtrot" Lancaster returns-with her animal companions-for-life Whiskey
and Tango-to fish for clues on the other side of death When zillionairess Zelda
Zoransky decides to throw one of her famous parties-with a guest list as colorful
and diverse as her private zoo-it's up to Deirdre "Foxtrot" Lancaster, assistant
extraordinaire, to pull the whole thing off. But even with the help of her telepathic
cat Tango and ectoplasmic pooch Whiskey, it's one killer assignment. Especially
when she finds a corpse in the pool MARKED FUR MURDER The victim is the sister
of Deirdre's boyfriend, Ben. The cause of death appears to be a plugged-in hair
dryer that fell in the water. Ben, however, insists that a few volts couldn't have
killed Ann. Like him, she's a descendent of the Cowichan tribe who, according to
legend, has a way with lightning. One of the guests must have marked her for
murder! But when the suspects include a Russian pet psychic, a schizophrenic
writer, and a random rock star, it's more than puzzling to Whiskey, Tango, and
Foxtrot. It's electrifyingfrom author Dixie Lyle. "A clever new series that deftly
blends cozy mystery with the paranormaloriginal and witty."-Ali Brandon, author of
the Black Cat Bookshop mysteries

Climate Killers
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In March 1889, Detective Sergeant Lyle Thorne abruptly resigned from the
Metropolitan Police and began training to become an ordained minister in the
Church of England. Thorne served as vicar of the South Coast resort of Sanditon
from 1906 until his retirement in 1927. However, if Thorne had anticipated a quiet,
uneventful life at Sanditon vicarage, he was to be disappointed, for his reputation
as an investigator attracted a succession of 'clients' each with a remarkable tale.
This is the first book published in the Reverend Lyle Thorne series, but the books
can be read in any order.

Falkner Lyle, Or, The Story of Two Wives
Crime Scene Investigations
DI Lyle is about to get a glimpse into the murky world of political activism and hate
crime; the murder of a prominent city councillor is just the tip of the iceberg. The
city of Ashbeck is on high alert when news breaks that convicted triple murderer
and paedophile Bob Kenyon has escaped from custody. Can DI Lyle and his team
get to the bottom of this murky mess before another atrocity occurs?

Heir to Misfortune (A DI Frank Lyle Mystery)
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Introducing an animal-loving Gal Friday with a telepathic cat, a shapeshifting dog,
and a ghost of a chance of solving supernatural crime Meet Deirdre "Foxtrot"
Lancaster. Trusted employee of eccentric zillionairess Zelda Zoransky, Foxtrot
manages a mansion, a private zoo, and anything else that strikes her boss's fancy.
Her job title is Administrative Assistant, but chaos handler would be more accurate.
Especially after she glimpses a giant ghost-beast in Zelda's pet cemetery. For
some strange reason, Foxtrot is seeing animal spirits. And, ready or not, in this
mystery from Dixie Lyle, the fur's about to hit the fan A TASTE FUR MURDER Still
reeling, Foxtrot comes home to find her cat Tango—her dead cat Tango—alive and
well and communicating telepathically. But that's not all: There's an ectoplasmic
dog named Tiny who changes breeds with a shake of his tailand can sniff out a
clue like nobody's business. So when a coworker drops dead while organizing
closets, Tiny is on the case. Can Foxtrot and her new companions ferret out the
killer among a menagerie of suspects—human and otherwise—before death takes
another bite?

The Gentleman's Magazine and Historical Review
Rigged
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A hilarious modern romance finds wedding columnist Celia Snowden, who has
failed miserably in trying to find Mr. Right, as she begins to see her default date
and very last single friend Davis Smith in a new light. Original.

The Year of the Gun
1912. Released from the Secret Service, Wiggins sets out for New York and his lost
lover Bela. But after an altercation on board, he finds himself among the low-life of
Britain's poorest city, Dublin. Wiggins falls in with gangster Patrick O'Connell and is
soon driving the boss's girlfriend around town. Molly wants O'Connell to support
her Irish nationalist cause - a cause needing guns to defeat the British - and then
they go to find them in America. Finally, Wiggins can solve the mystery of Bela and meet his old mentor, Sherlock Holmes in a story of escalating intrigue, danger
and violence.

Howdunit Forensics
Unholy Alliance (A DI Frank Lyle Mystery)
Climate change has accelerated in North America. People are dying of heat, forests
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are burning and the oceans are rising. Bernadette Callahan is recruited by two
government agencies to locate a missing scientist who may have an answer. But
first, she needs to call upon someone from her past. This story moves from the
lakes of Nicaragua to an undersea lab and the desolate darkness of the High Arctic
as Bernadette searches for clues. She walks a fine line between the scientific and
the mythical to get her answer as unlikely forces come to her aide. She'll also find
other forces at work, ones that are trying to manipulate the earth for their own
greed. If Bernadette can see through the madness of the governments falling apart
and the uprising of the population, perhaps find the answer in time to stop the
acceleration of the earth's climate-destroying North-America. This story takes
place in the near future, but to Bernadette, her very survival and of those she loves
is at stake. This is book three in the Bernadette Callahan Mystery Series. This
series portrays a female detective of Canada's National Police force, The RCMP,
who chases criminals who try to manipulate the world's resources and environment
for their own gain.

Ghosts
Love triangle—motive for double murder? First loves are never forgotten. Ever.
Certainly not for Tommy "Pancake" Jeffers. His first-kiss, sixth-grade love, Emily,
who he has not seen since grammar school, is sliding toward divorce in the artsy
Gulf Coast town of Fairhope, Alabama. Longly Investigations has been charged with
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looking into the finances involved. When Emily doesn't appear for their nervously
anticipated meeting, Pancake's radar goes on high alert. Her body, along with that
of Jason––one of two guys she has been dating––is found murdered, executionstyle, Pancake calls in Jake, Nicole, and Ray. Who would have done this? Could it
be the soon-to-be ex, who has an ironclad alibi; the other guy Emily was
seeing––jealousy being a motive for harm; or do the drugs found in Jason's pocket
indicate a drug-related hit? That world yields a host of suspects. As they peel back
the layers of this idyllic community, dark secrets come to light and convoluted
motives and methods of murder are revealed. Perfect for fans of Carl Hiaasen and
Janet Evanovich

Jasper Lyle: a Tale of Kafirland
This Fergus Hume thriller collection is formatted to the highest digital standards.
The edition incorporates an interactive table of contents, footnotes and other
information relevant to the content which makes the reading experience
meticulously organized and enjoyable. Fergus Hume (1859-1932) was a prolific
English novelist. His self-published novel, "The Mystery of a Hansom Cab", became
a great success. Hume based his descriptions of poor urban life on his knowledge
of Little Bourke Street. It eventually became the best selling mystery novel of the
Victorian era, author John Sutherland terming it the "most sensationally popular
crime and detective novel of the century". Table of Contents: The Mystery of a
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Hansom Cab Professor Brankel's Secret Madame Midas The Harlequin Opal The
Expedition of Captain Flick Hagar of the Pawn-Shop The Silent House The Bishop's
Secret A Woman's Burden The Pagan's Cup A Coin of Edward VII The Mandarin's
Fan The Red Window The Secret Passage The Opal Serpent The Green Mummy The
Crowned Skull The Solitary Farm The Mystery Queen Red Money A Son of Perdition

A Deadly Tail
Deidre “Foxtrot” Lancaster is back—with her supernatural sidekicks Tango and
Whiskey—to unlock the mysteries of life, deathand murderin Dixie Lyle's Purrfectly
Dead. When zillionairess Zelda Zoransky throws a party, she means business.
Assistant extraordinaire, Deidre “Foxtrot” Lancaster knows she’s in for a night
when anything can—and will—happen. The evening’s festivities include a highstakes game between two escape artists locked in a bitter rivalry. PURRFECTLY
DEAD The magic turns tragic when one of the escape artists ends up dead. This is
no disappearing act—it’s murder. The suspects include a scientist with a 3D
printer, a psychedelically-impaired rock star, and a serpent-tongued ghost with ties
to the Garden of Eden. Now it’s up to Foxtrot, Tango, and Whiskey to figure out
which guest committed the crime before they reach they end of this deadly game
of Clue. How will this tail end? “A clever new series that deftly blends cozy mystery
with the paranormaloriginal and witty.”—Ali Brandon, author of the Black Cat
Bookshop mysteries
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Murder in the Wings (A DI Frank Lyle Mystery)
DI Frank Lyle is about to confront the depths of human depravity and despair. It's
autumn 1991 and a horde of Anglican clergy has just descended on Ashbeck for an
ecumenical conference at St Luke's church. DI Lyle and his team are called in to
investigate when the mutilated body of curate Martin Hayes is found in the
churchyard. They are assisted by Canon Thomas Rice, a former police officer, who
is able to see both sides. But who was Martin Hayes, and did aspects of his
troubled past lead to his brutal demise? As the team get closer to the truth they
begin to understand Hayes. But will too much knowledge prove a dangerous thing?
This revised edition features a ""taster"" excerpt from the next DI Lyle novel
Murder in the Wings.

A Taste Fur Murder
Just because you don't have all the tools and training of a full-time medical
examiner, doesn't mean you can't learn your way around a crime scene. In
Forensics, award-winning author and TV show consultant D.P. Lyle, M.D., takes
each area of forensics–from fingerprint analysis to crime scene reconstruction–and
discusses its development, how the science works, how it helps in crime solving,
and how you as a writer might use this technique in crafting your plot. This
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comprehensive reference guide includes: Real-life case files and the role forensic
evidence played in solving the crimes A breakdown of the forensics system from its
history and organization to standard evidence classification and collection methods
Detailed information on what a dead body can reveal–including the cause,
mechanism, and manner of death The actual steps taken to preserve a crime
scene and the evidence that can be gathered there, such as bloodstains,
documents, fingerprints, tire impressions, and more Forensics is the ultimate
resource for learning how to accurately imbue your stories with authentic details of
untimely demises.

MYSTERY SERIES – Premium Collection: The Mystery of a
Hansom Cab, Red Money, The Bishop's Secret, The Pagan's
Cup, A Coin of Edward VII, The Secret Passage, The Green
Mummy and more
Cinnie recently moved to a new home and is the new kid at Suffolk Farms
Elementary. Cinnie has issues with paying attention and staying focused on what is
important to her, but that doesn't stop her from trying to make as many friends as
possible. In her quest she meets the popular girl, Lula, who warns her to stay away
from Lyle. Lyle is a quiet and mysterious boy who has a reputation for being mean
and having a ferocious temper. He is known to the others as Lyle the Lion. Cinnie
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makes it her purpose to discover why Lyle is so mean while trying to stay focused
on the things that matter most. She finds herself distracted with becoming Lyle's
friend so much that she begins to forget to take care of her responsibilities, mainly
school work. Staying focused is more difficult than normal because she has ADHD.
Will Cinnie be able to discover the mystery of Lyle and stay focused without letting
ADHD get best of her?

Samuel Lyle, Criminologist
Blake and Jennifer Carson's expedition to Five Finger Island started out simple
enough. They just wanted to do some exploring … and some searching for clues to
their father's strange disappearance. What they encountered was a wild, stormy,
apparently uninhabited place with rocky cliffs and caves and whirlpools. What they
stumbled on was something even more dangerous—the mystery of Five Finger
Island.

When I Think of You
WARNING: CONTAINS REFERENCES TO INDECENT ACTS AGAINST MINORS. Winter
1990 Why was Alex Carnegie - heir to a corporate fortune - living rough on the
streets of Ashbeck when he was murdered? DI Lyle and his team soon discover
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that Carnegie was the keeper of a dark secret which, if exposed, could topple
pillars of Ashbeck society. The suspect's identity is clear early on but there is no
definite evidence. As the investigation continues, two more murders challenge the
status quo. As Lyle digs deeper, he finds that all is not what it seems but the truth
is even darker and more sordid than he could ever have imagined. And who is the
traitor in the ranks at Ashbeck CID?

The Gentleman's Magazine
Forensics and Fiction
This compilation of medical and forensic science questions from crime writers
around the world provides insight into medical and forensic science as well as a
glimpse into the writer’s creative mind. How do hallucinogenic drugs affect a blind
person? Will snake venom injected into fruit cause death? How would you perform
CPR in a helicopter? What happens when someone swallows razor blades? How
long does it take blood to dry? Can DNA be obtained from a half-eaten bagel? D. P.
Lyle, MD, answers these and many more intriguing questions. The book is a useful
and entertaining resource for writers and screenwriters, helping them find the
information they need to frame a situation and write a convincing description. TV
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viewers, readers who enjoy crime fiction, and those who want to know more about
forensic science can keep up with the news and understand the science behind
criminal investigation. From traumatic injuries to the coroner’s office, the questions
and answers are divided into five parts, making it a compendium of the incredible
information that lies within the world of medicine and forensics.
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